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Abstract 

Photons produced by lasers or wigglers backscattered on 
high energy electron or proton beams can provide high energy, 
high luminosity photon-electron, photon-photon or photon-pre 
ton collisions. This allows the study of short-distance QCD 
processes such as high transverse momentum photon-photon 
and photo-production reactions, deep inelastic Compton scat- 
tering, the photon structure function, direct photon reactions, 
or searches for pseud*Goldstone bosona and supersymmetry 
particles like the photino or goldstino. The relative reaction 
rates should be quite high since (1) phot*production cross 
sections are significantly lasger than the corresponding electro- 
production cross sections and (2) absence of the conventional 
beam-beam interaction allows significantly higher currents and 
smaller interaction areas. It thus seems possible to have pho- 
ton luminosities much larger than for electrons. Examples are 
given using the PEP storage ring with the SLAC linac beam. 

Introduction 

In a sense, the SLAC liiac was built to provide highly 
space-like photons’ for deep inelastic scattering experiments 
on few-nucleon systems. These experiments demonstrated the 
underlying parton structure of the nucleon. The subsequent 
development of SPEAR provided highly time-like photons via 
the (e+, e-) annihilation process shown in Fig. lb which led 
to the first observations of resonant production of quark pairs 
(gee, &) and the heavy, electron-like particle called tau. 

With the higher energies available at PEP, higher-order 
processes become important with the space-like processes of 
Fig. lc being dominant. Thii is the main production channel 
for C-even particles, with the physics of interest at the inter- 
nal vertices in diagrams like Fig. lf where X s Jf. Because 
there are two virtual photons, such processes lack the simplic- 
ity of the annihilation diagram but are richer because of the 
experiments they provide depending on whether the photons 
are almost real or far off the mass shell. The situation again 
simplifies when Fig.% If or lg become the incident channel 
producing qb’s, &‘S, A3b’s . . . 

The present proposal considers using real photons that are 
on the light-cone or light-like such as shown in Figures d-h. The 
basic idea resulted from a study related to the SLC more than 
five years ago3 where the motivation was to provide more than 
the one (c+, e-) interaction region by allowing for (e-,e-), 
(e-,7), (e+,r) and (7,7) channels. One problem of concern in 
the SLC study was the loss of C-M energy when using lasers to 
Compton convert the particle beam to photons. While lasers 
could probably convert the electrons with good efficiency, one 
would lose too much C-M energy to make intermediate vector 
bosons3. This is not relevant for PEP using a higher energy, 
lower emittance linac beam to double Compton produce high 
energy photon beams from a PEP FEL arrangement. 

l Work supported by the Department of Energy, contract 
DE-AC03-76SF00515. 

Luminosity Limitations 

The incoherent beam-beam interaction between colliding 
bunches produces strong, nonlinear forces on the bunches which 
limit the operation of present rings. The leading-order, linear 
focusing force for head-on e* collisions, expressed as a tune 
perturbation per crossing, is’ 

where u is the rms bunch size, N, is the number of particles per 
bunch and p’ is the beta function at the crossing point. Al- 
though this expression can be identified with the average, small 
amplitude tune shift for gaussian bunches it is best thought of 
as the tune spread in the core of the bunch. At some limiting 
value (Av’) or bunch current (N:), the bunch cross-section in- 
creases, luminosity stops increasing and the lifetime may even 
decrease. If this limit is made the same in both transverse 
directions by making p;/pf 11 K(E ey/cr, the tune indepen- 
dent, x-y coupling in the machine), one expects the maximum 
achievable luminosity for uZ > a, to be: 

L ,,,o,, = s Jn = (Av*)‘(;)‘$ Jn 
Y 

where E, = XO://~~, J is the revolution frequency and n is the 
number of bunches per beam. 

Increasing the frequency via superconducting magnets, or 
the number of bunches or the energy i.e. stiffening the beam 
are all expected to improve luminosity. However, increasing the 
number of bunches (and duty factor) produces multi-bunch in- 
stabilities and other problems when the total number of bunches 
exceeds the number of IR’s. Thus, one seldom sees a linear in- 
crease in luminosity with n unless Au < Au’. Decreasing 
either & or increasing the horizontal emittance cr reduces the 
beam-beam force but is difficult because this increases the sen- 
sitivity to transverse instabilities. Decreasing pi also implies 
shorter bunches which increases sensitivity to synchrobetatron 
resonances. 

Evidence from many rings has shown’ that Au’ s 0.05 
and that it is difficult to keep this matched in both directions 
with increasing beam currents. Nevertheless, this number can 
presumably be increased in a variety of ways e.g. by increasing 
damping by going to higher bend fields (and thus also increas- 
ing J) or by incorporating more wigglers. While the magnitude 
of Au’ seems small it is quite large compared to tune spreads 
allowed for individual power supply ripple. Because the mul- 
tipole expansion of the beam-beam interaction goes to high 
order the linear description is clearly not adequate but it is 
not clear how to study thii problem in a self-consistent way. 

I will not go into the many attempts to compensate or 
cancel Au except to mention the charge-neutralization scheme 
of the Orsay Group6 using 4 beams and double rings. This 
approach was supposed to improve L,= of two-orders of mag- 
nitude but so far has not been made to work. The Stan- 
ford single-pass collider (SLC) represents the opposite extreme 
where it hopes to mazimizc Au’ with high bunch current and 
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The reaction rate (and ideally the counting rate) for a pro- 
cess such as shown in Fig. If or lg, when using real photons, 
can be obtained from 

where s,~ = 4wrwr. The corresponding rate, with one real 
photon and one electron in the incident channel will be 

dNx - = ~c7uc,s.x(sc,=4w~1) = 
I 

dL,, 
dt dz dz +-x(4 

with u,, the spectral cross section for head-on collisions and 
L = s,.,/4wrcr = wr/tt = 2. The equivalent photon, differen- 
tial luminosity function is defined as: 

dL,, 
-z- 

= f,,($) ln(?)iG(z). 

Finally, the same reaction channel in the conventional, two- 
photon reaction with two incident electrons is: 

dNx - = ~eru,,,X(~ee = 4~;) = 
dt I 

d+u,,-x(z) 

where .z = s.,,,/&f z wrwr/cf = 2122 for nearly real photons 
and an equivalent photon luminosity function: 

with F(r) = -)(2 + z)~ lnz - (1- a)(3 + z) the same function 
derived by Low*. 

The effective luminosity decreases by successive powers of 
($)ln(2cl/m,) - l/20 for c - 10 GeV for a perfect, 4s de- 
tector with neither noise nor channel competition from other 
diagrams such as Bhabha scattering. At higher momentum 
transfers, the rate falls drastically from the G  and F factors 
while at lower momentum transfers, angular cutoffs and mo- 
mentum thresholds become significant e.g. Low’s original pre 
posal for the pion where X E rrO still hasn’t been done ac- 
curately even though this is quite importanti Furthermore, 
where higher mass particles are involved, such as qb, A2b, . . . 
etc., it appears there is very little possibility of observing these 
in the conventional a-photon reaction at PEP or elsewhere un- 
less one pushes the energy considerably higher than is likely 
and keeps L,, from falling much faster than ln2(2ci/m,). This 
seems highly unlikely based on conventional methods. 

Example I: Linac Photons on PEP Positrons 

One way to increase C-M energy with existing storage rings 
is to collide them with upgraded linac beams.” At SLAC, the 
SLC upgrade of the linac provides an ideal example of such 
a scheme which was revived12 to search for the top quark via 
annihilation to gt@ at higher energies before the “truth” of the 
matter put it above the ceiling of PEP, PETRA or TRISTAN. 
Perhaps the most important point to be made here is that 
this again illustrates the dominant importance of the critical 
current because this approach is again limited below optimum 
luminosity (f&,,) by the critical current of the linac bunch 
Ni.i2 An alternative is to convert the linac beam into photons 
and collide these with the PEP stored beam. This provides a 
simple example of the basic idea. 

2 

The benchmark, invariant emittance for SLC is, without 
the usual factor of z, TV i 7uo’ = 5 x 10e5 radem for NL = 
5 x 10”. The emittance decreases with increasing energy from 
the linac while it increases proportional to (E(GeV)/15)2 in 
PEP. Assuming a fully coupled beam in PEP (K = 1) it is 
possible, according to Rees and Wiedemannr2, to obtain an 
emittance bp = 1.2 x lo-* radem at 15 GeV. This reduces to 
rp = 5.3 x lo-’ radem at 10 GeV compared to QL = 8.5 x 10-l’ 
at cl = 30 GeV i.e. cp/q - 6. Assuming we can nearly convert 
the linac electrons into quasi-monochromatic photons using an 
WI = 1 eV laser or PEP FEL then gives: 

possible in a way thaidoesn’t’ increase emittance due to high- 
order aberrations just as for SLC.13 A 30 GeV beam with wr - 
1 eV photons gives w2 - 10 GeV photons i.e. fi = EC, - 20 
GeV - the same as for conventional 10 GeV colliding beams. 

If&e- 2 x 103i at 15 GeV and scales as El, then the effec- 
tive L,, achieved in L,, must necessarily be less than that for 
real photons while deep inelastic contributions will be down 
by several orders of magnitude. Although the photon emit- 
tance (c7) increases as the square of the distance from the e7 
interaction point, the variable energy of the linac beam and 
its lower emittance allow c, to be matched to cp with natural 
energy collimation. The number of incident laser photons is 
N,” = AL/u, - 10” at JL = 180/s and pulse length 10 ps. 

Conclusions 

When one realizes that all non-hadronic processes in Fig.1 
decrease’ inversely with s while fee barely stays constant, it is 
clear that a different approach is needed. So far, only the Rus- 
sian group3 has taken such ideas seriously but what is needed 
are actual experiments at existing rings such as PEP. 
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